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a b s t r a c t
We investigate notions of decidability and definability for theMonadic Second-Order Logic
over labeled tree structures, and its relationswith finite automata using oracles to test input
prefixes.
A general framework is defined allowing to transfer some MSO-properties from a
graph-structure to a labeled tree structure. Transferred properties are the decidability of
sentences and the existence of a definable model for every satisfiable formula. A class of
finite automata with prefix-oracles is also defined, recognizing exactly languages defined
by MSO-formulas in any labeled tree-structure.
Applying these results, the well-known equivalence between languages recognized
by finite automata, sets of vertices MSO definable in a tree-structure and sets of
pushdown contexts generated by pushdown-automata is extended to k-iterated pushdown
automata.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Initiated by the work of Büchi onwords, the study of links between automata and logic has enabled to identify structures
having a decidable Monadic Second-Order theory (see for example [1,2] for a survey). In particular, Rabin proved in [3]
decidability of the MSO-theory of infinite tree structures in which numerous properties are definable and theories are
interpretable. These works have also led to a logic characterization of regular languages: languages recognized by finite
automata are exactly sets defined by MSO-formulas in a tree structure.
The goal of this paper is to extend these works to labeled tree structures: we exhibit labeled tree structures having
a decidable MSO-theory, for which every satisfiable MSO-formula admits a MSO-definable model, and for which we can
provide an automata-characterization of the definable sets.
To achieve this goal, we introduce new theoretical objects. We define a class of word/tree automata with prefix-oracles
(i.e., sets of words over the input alphabet) used to test the already processed prefixes of inputs. Forests recognized by
prefix-oracles automata possess useful properties, in particular, Rabin’s correspondence between regular forests andmodels
of MSO-formulas over infinite trees can be extended to these languages: forests recognized by automata with oracles
O1, . . . ,Om are forests MSO-definable in a tree structure extended by unary relations O1, . . . ,Om.
We establishMSOproperties transfer theorems, froma graph structure, toward a tree structure. This approach is common
for transfer reducing decidability (for example, the reduction of decidability of the MSO-theory from a structure to its
tree-like structure, (see [4] or [5]), or from a graph to its unfolding (see [6])). We give a reduction which allows to obtain
new decidability results which are not covered by the ones cited above. In addition, we give transfer theorems that apply
to MSO definable sets in tree structures and to classes of automata recognizing them. In particular, we are interested in
the selection property. This property ensures, for a structure S, that any satisfiable formula admits at least one model
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MSO-definable in S (see Definition 32). Some important structures satisfy the selection property [7–9]. Rabinovich has
recently intensively studied this property [10–13] and proved, in particular, that for every monadic relations N1, . . . ,Nm ⊆
N, the structure ⟨N,+1,N1, . . . ,Nm⟩ has the selection property [10].
Here, properties are transferred to a labeled tree structure from its image structure by any morphism. If µ : D → D′ is a
surjective morphism and S is a relational structure over D, the image structure µ(S) of S has D′ as domain and its relations
are the images by µ of the relations of S.
Let t be a labeled tree, and t be the structure associated with t . For any monoid morphism µ, and under some simple
hypothesis on the labeling of t , we obtain the following main results:
• Transfer of decidability: (Theorem 53) if µ(t) has a decidable MSO-theory, then t has a decidable MSO-theory,
• Transfer of the selection property: (Theorem 55) under some condition on µ, if µ(t) satisfies the selection property, then
t satisfies it too.
• Theorem of structure: (Theorem 56) under the same condition as above onµ, ifµ(t) satisfies the selection property, then
any set is MSO-definable in t iff it is recognized by a finite automaton using only oracles of the form µ−1(D) where D
is MSO-definable in µ(t). (Then each oracle tests a property MSO-definable in µ(t), on the image by µ of input word
prefixes).
Applying these results, we obtain tree structures having a decidable MSO theory and classes of languages having two
equivalent characterizations: one as languages recognized by automata with oracles, and the other one as sets MSO-
definable in some labeled tree structures. We thus extend the two characterizations of regular languages mentioned above.
To complete this extension of regular languages, we have to take into account a third characterization: regular languages
are exactly sets of pushdown contexts generated by a pushdown system of transitions [14]. This is done in the last part
of the paper in which we consider the stack languages generated by ‘‘iterated pushdown automaton’’, which are automata
whose memory is roughly a stack of stack . . . of stack (see for examples [15–19]). We define a notion of ‘‘regular’’ sets of
k-pushdowns (i.e., stacks with k level of embedded pushdowns) which generalize the notion of regular set of words.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is devoted to basic definitions on words, logic, automata, as well as word
automata with oracles. In Section 2, we extend the use of oracles to tree automata. Rabin’s correspondence between regular
forests and models of MSO-formulas over trees is adapted to these languages. In Section 3, we develop a game-theoretical
approach to prove the three transfer theorems. We give also a simple application of these transfer theorems. Finally, in
Section 4, we extent the notion of regular sets to sets of iterated pushdown stores.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Basic definitions
Some notations and conventions. We denote by the k ↑ n the map defined by: 0 ↑ n = n and (k+ 1) ↑ n = 2k↑n.
Let S be a set. If S is finite, we denote by |S| the cardinal of S. If µ is a map from S, then µ(S) = {µ(σ) | σ ∈ S}. If
V⃗ = (V1, . . . , Vn) is a vector of subsets of S then µ(V⃗ ) = (µ(V1), . . . , µ(Vn)).
The characteristic function of V⃗ in S is a map χ V⃗S : S → {0, 1}n defined for all σ ∈ S, by χ V⃗S (σ ) = (b1, . . . , bn) where
bi = 1 iff σ ∈ Vi.
Words and languages. If A is a finite set, A∗ denotes the set of words (finite sequences) over A, and ε the empty word. For
u, v ∈ A∗, the length of u is denoted |u| and we write v 4 u if v is a prefix of u, i.e. if there exists w ∈ A∗ such that u = vw.
A language P ⊆ A∗ is prefix closed if: ∀u ∈ P , ∀v ∈ A∗, if v 4 u then v ∈ P .
Projections. For any integers 0 < i ≤ j ≤ n, for any vector of elements (a1, . . . , an), we define the projectionsπi(a1, . . . , an)
= ai and πi,j(a1, . . . , an) = (ai, . . . , aj). For any alphabets B and A with B ⊆ A, the projection πB : A∗ → B∗ is a morphism
defined by πB(a) = a if a ∈ B and πB(a) = ε else.
Trees and forests. Given finite alphabetsΣ and A and a prefix closed language P ⊆ A∗, a P-tree(Σ) (tree of domain P labeled
byΣ) is a total function t : P → Σ . The set of all P-tree(Σ) is denoted P-Tree(Σ). In order to deal with unlabeled trees in
an uniformway, we introduce the special symbol⊤. The unique unlabeled P-tree is then the constant map t : P → {⊤}. We
will often consider trees in P-Tree({0, 1}n), for n ≥ 0 (with the convention that {0, 1}0 = {⊤}), and wewill denote this class
P-Treen. Remark that a tree t ∈ P-Treen can always be seen as the characteristic function χ S⃗P of the vector S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sn),
where Si = {u ∈ P | πi(t(u) = 1}.
We will use two kinds of operations on trees and tree-languages:
• Restriction: let t ∈ A∗-Tree(Σ), t|P is the P-tree(Σ) obtained by restricting the domain of t to P . If F ⊆ A∗-Tree(Σ), then
F|P = {t|P , t ∈ F}.• Product: let t1 be a P-tree(Σ1) and t2 a P-tree(Σ2), the product of t1 and t2 is the tree t1⊗ t2 ∈ P-Tree(Σ1×Σ2) fulfilling
∀u ∈ P , t1 ⊗ t2(u) = (t1(u), t2(u)). This definition can be extended to tree languages:
if F1, F2 ⊆ P-Tree(Σ), then F1 ⊗ F2 = {t1 ⊗ t2| t1 ∈ F1, t2 ∈ F2}.
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Fig. 1. A 2-automaton with O1 = {anbn}n≥1 , O2 = {ambncn−1}n≥1,m≥0 .
1.2. Finite automata with prefix-oracle
Finite automata with prefix-oracle (or p-oracle) extend the class of finite automata by allowing some membership tests
on input words prefixes. Given an input alphabet A, an automatonAwith p-oracles over A, is a finite automaton associated
to a vector O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om) of languages in A∗ and whose transitions contain a boolean vector of sizem called test. During
the computation byA of an input word, the part u of the input that is already processed is kept in memory and a transition
with test o⃗ can be applied if o⃗ is equal to the characteristic vector of u inside O⃗ (i.e., if o⃗ = χ O⃗A∗(u)).
Remark that this approach has already been devised in [20] to characterize some proper subclasses of regular languages
by using regular prefix-oracles, and to study their definability in First-Order Logic over extended word structures. However,
the definition of automata with prefix-oracles does not explicitly appear in this paper since regular prefix-oracles can be
simulated by the synchronized product of finite automata.
Definition 1 (Finite Automaton with p-Oracles). Given m ≥ 1, an automaton with m p-oracles (or m-automaton) is a tuple
A = (Q , A, O⃗, ∆, q0, F) where Q is a finite set of states, A is the input alphabet, O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om), Oi ⊆ A∗, ∆ ⊆
Q × A× {0, 1}m × Q is the set of transitions, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
A configuration ofA is a pair (q, u↑v) where uv ∈ A∗ and ↑ is a symbol which does not belong to A. The binary relation on
configurations is→A and consists in all pairs (p, u↑av) →A (q, ua↑v) such that (p, a, χ O⃗A∗(u), q) ∈ ∆. We denote by→∗A
the reflexive, transitive closure of→A. The language recognized byA is L(A) = {u ∈ A∗ | ∃qF ∈ F , (q0, ↑u)→∗A (qF , u↑)}.
We will use the following notations: FAO⃗(A) is the family of automata over A with p-oracle O⃗ and REGO⃗(A) is the class of
O⃗-regular languages (i.e., recognized by automata in FAO⃗(A)). Remark that an automaton with oracle ∅ is simply a finite
automaton. We write then FA(A) rather than FA∅(A) and REG(A) instead of REG∅(A).
Definition 2. An m-automaton A = (Q , A, O⃗, ∆, q0, F) is said to be deterministic if ∀p ∈ Q , a ∈ A, o⃗ ∈ {0, 1}m, there is
at most one q ∈ Q such that (p, a, o⃗, q) ∈ ∆. It is said to be complete if ∀p ∈ Q , a ∈ A, o⃗ ∈ {0, 1}m, there exists q ∈ Q such
that (p, a, o⃗, q) ∈ ∆.
Example 3. The automaton depicted Fig. 1 is deterministic and recognize the language {anbncn}n≥1. Let us describes two
computation of this automaton:
1. (q0, ↑abc)→2 (q2, ab↑c) now, ab ∈ O1 and ab ∈ O2, that is, χ O⃗{a,b,c}∗(ab) = (1, 1), thus we get (q2, ab↑c)→ (qF , abc↑).
2. Let n > 1, we have (q0, ↑anbncn) →n+1 (q2, anb↑bn−1cn). Now, the transition (q2, c, (1, 1), qF ) will never be applied
since too many awere read. Then we must remain in state q2 and read b until have processed a word in O1, that is , until
have processed the word anbn.
Then (q0, ↑anbncn) →2n+1 (q3, anbnc↑cn−1). Now we must remain in q3 and add c until have processed anbncn−1.
Finally, we get (q0, ↑anbncn)→∗ (qF , anbncn↑).
We associate to each m-automaton A ∈ FAO⃗(A), a finite automaton A ∈ FA(A × {0, 1}m) called source of A and
constructed by moving the test of each transition into the input letter of the transition: each transition (p, a, o⃗, q) is
transformed in (p, (a, o⃗), q). The language L(A) can then be obtained from the language L(A) and the ‘‘characteristic
language of O⃗ in A’’ which is the language A∗ annotated by the characteristic vectors of all prefixes of words.
Definition 4. For every O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om), Oi ⊆ A∗, the characteristic language of O⃗ is defined by:
LO⃗χ = {(a1, o⃗1) . . . (an, o⃗n) ∈ (A× {0, 1}m)∗| ∀i ∈ [1, n], o⃗i = χ O⃗A∗(a1 . . . ai−1)}.
Observation 5. For every O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om), Oi ⊆ A∗: L(AO⃗) = π1(L(A) ∩ LO⃗χ ).
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Using Kleene’s theorem [21], and Observation 5, we obtain easily:
Theorem 6. Let A an alphabet, and O⃗ a vector of subsets of A∗,
1. REGO⃗(A) is the class of languages recognized by deterministic automata in FAO⃗(A),
2. REGO⃗(A) is closed under boolean operations.
1.3. Monadic Second-Order Logic
Let Sig = {r1, . . . , rn} be a signature containing only relational symbols,where ri is of arityρi ∈ N. A (relational) structure
S over the signature Sig consists of a domain DS and relations r1, . . . , rn on DS where ri is of arity of ρi.
Let Sig be a signature and Var = {x, y, z, . . . , X, Y , Z . . .} be a set of variables, where x, y, . . . denote first-order variables
and X, Y , . . . second-order variables. The set MSO(Sig) of MSO-formulas over Sig is the smallest set such that:
• x ∈ X and Y ⊆ X are MSO-formulas for every x, Y , X ∈ Var ,
• r(x1, . . . xρ) is an MSO-formula for every r ∈ Sig , of arity ρ and every first order variables x1, . . . xρ ∈ Var ,
• if φ, ψ are MSO-formulas then¬φ, φ ∧ ψ , φ ∨ ψ , ∀x.φ, ∀X .φ, ∃x.φ and ∃X .φ are MSO-formulas, for x, X ∈ Var
Let S = ⟨DS, r1, . . . , rn⟩ be a structure over the signature Sig , a valuation of Var overDS is a function val : Var → DS∪P (DS)
such that for every x, X ∈ Var , val(x) ∈ DS and val(X) ⊆ DS .
The satisfaction S, val |H φ of an MSO-formula φ in the structure S for valuation val is then defined by induction on the
structure of the formula, in the usual way.
An MSO-formula φ(x¯, X¯) (where x¯ = (x1, . . . , xρ) and X¯ = (X1, . . . , Xτ ) denotes free first and second-order variables of φ)
over Sig is said to be satisfiable in S if there exists a valuation val such that S, val |H φ(x¯, X¯).
We will often abbreviate S, [x¯ → a¯, X¯ → A¯] |H φ(x¯, X¯) by S |H φ(a¯, A¯).
Definition 7. A structure S admits a decidable MSO-theory if for every MSO-sentence φ (i.e., a MSO-formula without free
variables) one can effectively decide whether S |H φ.
A vector D⃗ = (D1, . . . ,Dm) of subsets of DS is said to beMSO-definable in S iff there exists φ(X1, . . . , Xm) in MSO(Sig) such
that:
• S |H φ(D1, . . . ,Dm) and
• ∀S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sm), Si ⊆ DS , if S |H φ(S1, . . . , Sm) then S⃗ = D⃗.
Remark that D⃗ is MSO-definable in S iff each Di is MSO-definable in S.
Definition 8 (Interpretations). Let S (resp. S′) be a structure defined over the signature Sig = {r1, . . . , rn} (resp. Sig ′ =
{r ′1, . . . , r ′m}). An MSO-interpretation of the structure S into the structure S′ is an injective map f : DS → DS′ such that,
1. f (DS) is MSO-definable in S′
2. ∀i ∈ [1, n], there exists φ′i (x¯) ∈ MSO(Sig ′), (where x¯ = x1, . . . , xρi ) fulfilling that, for every valuation val of Var in DS
(S, val) |H ri(x¯)⇔ (S′, f ◦ val) |H φ′i (x¯).
Theorem 9 ([22]). Suppose there exists a computable MSO-interpretation of the structure S into the structure S′. If S′ has a
decidableMSO-theory, then S has a decidableMSO-theory too.
Definition 10. If there exists a computable MSO-interpretation of S into S′, and there exists a computable MSO-
interpretation of S′ into S, then we say that S and S′ areMSO-equivalent.
2. Monadic Second-Order Logic and regular tree languages
2.1. Tree automata
We define here tree automata with p-oracle extending finite tree automata by allowing membership tests on nodes of
input trees. For a given oracle O⃗, application of any transition to a node u of a tree depends on the characteristic vector of u
in O⃗.
Definition 11 (Tree Automata with Oracles). Let m ≥ 1, a tree automaton with m oracles (or m-tree-automaton) is a struc-
tureA = (Q ,Σ, A, O⃗,∆, q0, c) where Q is finite set of states,Σ is a finite alphabets, A = {a1, . . . , an} is a finite alphabet,
O⃗ is a vector ofm languages in A∗, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, c : Q → [0, nc], nc ≥ 0 is the coloring function which assigns an
index value out of a finite index set to each state of the automaton and∆ ⊆ Q ×Σ×{0, 1}m×Q n is the transition relation.
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Given t ∈ A∗-Tree(Σ), a run ofA over t is a tree r ∈ A∗-Tree(Q ) fulfilling:
r(ε) = q0 and ∀u ∈ A∗, (r(u), t(u), χ O⃗A∗(u), r(ua1), . . . , r(uan)) ∈ ∆.
A run r is successful if for every infinite path π = q1 · · · qn · · · in r , the smallest i ∈ [0, nc] appearing infinitely often in the
sequence c(q1), . . . , c(qn), . . . is even. The tree language recognized byA is denoted F(A) and refers to the set of trees for
which there exists a successful run.
The class of A∗-tree(Σ) automata with oracle O⃗ is denoted TFAO⃗(A,Σ). When A = {0, 1}we will simply write TFAO⃗(Σ).
The class of tree languages recognized by automata in TFAO⃗(A,Σ) is TREGO⃗(A,Σ) (or TREGO⃗(Σ) when A = {0, 1}), these
languages are called O⃗-regular. Remark that a tree automaton with oracle ∅ is simply a parity tree automaton (see [23]. We
write then TFA(A,Σ) rather than TFA∅(A,Σ) and TREG(A,Σ) rather than TREG∅(A,Σ).
Example 12. Let A = {a, b} and O = {u ∈ A∗ | |u|b is prime} be the set of words containing an prime number of
occurrences of b and A = ({q0}, {α, β}A,O,∆, c : q0 → 0), where ∆ = {δo = (q0, α, 1, q0), δe = (q0, β, 0, q0, q0), δ′e =
(q0, α, 0, q0, q0)}. Clearly, F(A) is the set of all A∗-trees t such that if |u|b is prime, then t(u) = α.
Definition 13 (Characteristic Forest of O⃗). Given O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om), with Oi ⊆ A∗, the characteristic forest of O⃗ over Σ is
FO⃗χ (Σ) = A∗-Tree(Σ)⊗ {χ O⃗A∗}.
Example 14. Consider O as defined in Example 12, then FO⃗χ (Σ) is the set of trees t such that for all u ∈ A∗, t(u) = (α, b),
α ∈ Σ and b = χ O⃗A∗(u) (i.e., b = 1 iff |u|b is prime).
Let us map each m-tree-automaton A = (Q ,Σ, A, O⃗,∆, q0, c) ∈ TFAO⃗(A,Σ) to the tree automaton A = (Q ,Σ ×
{0, 1}m, A,∆, q0, c) ∈ TFA(A,Σ × {0, 1}m) where ∆ consists of every transition (q, (α, o⃗), p1, . . . , pn) such that (q, α, o⃗,
p1, . . . , pn) ∈ ∆. It can easily be checked that F(A) = π1(F(A) ∩ FO⃗χ (Σ)).
Observation 15. For every O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om), Oi ⊆ A∗,
TREGO⃗(A,Σ) = {π1(F ∩ FO⃗χ (Σ)) | F ∈ TREG(A,Σ × {0, 1}m)}.
Remark 16. It can be easily seen that {χ O⃗A∗} and FO⃗χ (Σ) are O⃗-regular tree languages.
It is well known (see for example [3,23]) that TREG(A,Σ) is closed under union, intersection, complementation and
product. Then, we obtain from Observation 15:
Theorem 17. The class TREGO⃗(A,Σ) is closed under boolean operations. Furthermore, TREGO⃗(A,Σ1 × Σ2) is the class of all
F1 ⊗ F2, such that F1 ∈ TREGO⃗(A,Σ1) and F2 ∈ TREGO⃗(A,Σ2).
Given P ⊆ A∗ a prefix closed language, we define now automata ‘‘tagging’’ P and for which the success of a run depends
only on nodes in P . They will by used to recognize P-trees.
Definition 18 (P-cut Automaton). An automatonA ∈ TFAO⃗(A,Σ) is called P-cut if there exists a special state q⊥ ∈ Q such
that c(q⊥) = 0 and ∀t ∈ A∗-Tree(Σ), r ∈ A∗-Tree(Q ) run ofA over t , for every u ∈ A∗:
u /∈ P iff r(u) = q⊥.
In this case, for every run r , nodes external to P are colored by 0, then the success of r depends only on infinite paths inside
P (hence if P is finite, any run is always successful).
In the rest of the paper, TREGO⃗P (A,Σ) refers to the class of forests F|P , for F ∈ TREGO⃗(A,Σ).
2.2. Tree languages as models of formulas
We adapt here the interpreted formalism of the MSO-logic of two successors (S2S) introduced in [3] to establish
a correspondence between O⃗-regular forests and models of MSO-formulas over a labeled tree structure. For easier
exposition, we shall restrict to binary trees. In addition trees will be labeled by {0, 1}n, n ≥ 0 (we will write Treen instead of
{0, 1}∗-Treen). All definitions and results can be naturally extended to the case where A is arbitrary. In this subsection, O⃗ is
always a fixed vector (O1, . . . ,Om), withm ≥ 1 and P is a prefix closed subset of {0, 1}∗.
We recall first the interpreted formalism of the MSO-logic of two successors by sticking to notations used in
[23, Chapter 12].
Definition 19 (Tree Structure). Let t = χ O⃗P ∈ P-Treem, we associate t to the structure
t = ⟨P, ε, succ0, succ1,O1, . . . ,Om⟩,
where ϵ = {ϵ} and ∀i ∈ {0, 1}, succi = {(u, ui), u ∈ P, ui ∈ P}.
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Definition 20. An S2S-formula is anMSO-formula defined over the signature (succ0, succ1), where succi is a 2-ary relation
symbol.
If φ(X1, . . . , Xm) is an S2S-formula and t = χ O⃗{0,1}∗ ∈ Treem, write t ⊢ φ(X¯) if ⟨{0, 1}∗, ε, succ0, succ1⟩ |H φ(O⃗).
Let T (φ) = {t ∈ Treem | t ⊢ φ(X1, . . . , Xm)}. A tree language F ∈ Treem is called definable in S2S if F = T (φ) for some
S2S-formula φ.
Theorem 21 ([3]). The union of classes TREG({0, 1}n), for n ≥ 0, corresponds exactly to the class of tree languages definable in
S2S.
We now interpret S2S-formulas by fixing some free variables and interpreting formulas over restricted trees.
Definition 22. Let φ(X1, . . . , Xn) be an S2S-formula with n ≥ m, we define the forest T O⃗P (φ) (or T O⃗ if P = {0, 1}∗) by:
T O⃗P (φ) = {t ∈ P-Treen−m | t ⊗ χ O⃗P ⊢ φ(X1, . . . , Xn)},
with the convention that if t ∈ P-Tree0 then t ⊗ χ O⃗P = χ O⃗P .
If F = T O⃗P (φ) for some S2S-formula φ, F is called definable in S2SO⃗P (or in S2SO⃗ if P = {0, 1}∗).
Remark that if n ≠ m, then T O⃗(φ) = π1,n−m(T (φ) ∩ F O⃗χ ({0, 1}n−m)). Then, using Observation 15, Theorem 21 can easily
be extended to the S2SO⃗ formalism.
Theorem 23. The union of classes TREGO⃗({0, 1}n), for n ≥ 0, corresponds exactly to the class of tree languages definable in S2SO⃗.
Remark 24. Given φ an S2S-formula, the size (the number of states) of A ∈ TFAO⃗ such that F(A) = T O⃗(φ) is at most the




of height q+ 1 (see [24, Section 12.3]).
We obtain as corollary of Theorem 23:
Corollary 25. The emptiness problem is decidable for forests in TREGO⃗({0, 1}n), for all n ≥ 1 iff χ O⃗{0,1}∗ has a decidable MSO-
theory.
Proof. χ O⃗{0,1}∗ has a decidable MSO-theory
iff one can decide whether χ O⃗{0,1}∗ |H φ for any S2S-formula φ,
iff one can decide whether χ O⃗{0,1}∗ ⊢ φ′(X1, . . . , Xm) for any S2S-formula φ′(X1, . . . , Xm),
iff one can decidewhether χ O⃗{0,1}∗ ⊢ ∃Y1, . . . Yn, ψ(Y1, . . . Yn, X1, . . . , Xm), for any n ≥ 0 and any S2S-formulaψ(Y1, . . . ,
Yn, X1, . . . , Xm),
iff one can decide whether there exists t ∈ Treen such that t ⊗ χ O⃗{0,1}∗ ⊢ ψ(Y1, . . . Yn, X1, . . . , Xm), for any n ≥ 0 and any
S2S-formula ψ(Y1, . . . , Yn, X1, . . . , Xm),
iff one can decide whether T O⃗(ψ) = ∅, for any n ≥ 0 and any S2S-formula ψ(Y1, . . . , Yn, X1, . . . , Xm),
iff the emptiness problem is decidable for forests in TREGO⃗({0, 1}n), n ≥ 0 (from Theorem 23) . 
We generalize now Theorem 23 to tree languages of domain P .
Theorem 26. If P isMSO-definable in χ O⃗{0,1}∗ , with Oi ⊆ P, then union of classes TREGO⃗P ({0, 1}n), for n ≥ 0, corresponds exactly
to the class of S2SO⃗P -definable tree languages.
We start by proving the following lemma
Lemma 27. If P is MSO-definable inχ O⃗{0,1}∗ then every tree language definable in S2S
O⃗
P belongs to TREG
O⃗
P ({0, 1}n) for some n ≥ 1.
Proof. Let φ(X1, . . . , Xn) be an S2S-formula, by relativizing φ to P , we construct an S2S-formula φP(X1, . . . , Xn) such that
∀S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ {0, 1}∗,
χ O⃗{0,1}∗ |H φP(S1, . . . , Sn) iff χ O⃗P |H φ(S1, . . . , Sn) and S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ P.
Let F = T O⃗P (φ) and F ′ = T O⃗(φP), then F = F ′|P . From Theorem 23 applied to φP , F ′ is O⃗-regular and thus F ∈ TREGO⃗P
({0, 1}n). 
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The restriction of the domain makes the proof of the other direction more difficult, since it cannot be directly deduces
from the general case. Hence, we restrict ourselves to P-cut automata (see Definition 18), for which we do not have to
consider vertices outside P .
Lemma 28. For every P-cut automatonA ∈ TFAO⃗({0, 1}n), the forest F(A)|P is S2SO⃗P -definable.
Proof. In the same way as for automata without oracles (see [24, Lemma 12.20]), one can effortlessly construct an S2S-
formulawhich S2SO⃗P -define F(A). In addition, ifA is P-cut, one can easily show that the same formula S2S
O⃗
P -define F(A)|P . 
To achieve the proof of Theorem 26, it remains to show the following lemma.
Lemma 29. Suppose that P ∈ REGO⃗({0, 1}) and ∀i ∈ [1,m], Oi ⊆ P. For every F ∈ TREGO⃗({0, 1}k), there effectively exists a
P-cut automatonA ∈ TFAO⃗({0, 1}k) such that F|P = F(A)|P .
Proof. We considers the sets P · i−1 = {u ∈ {0, 1}∗| ui ∈ P}, for i = 0, 1 and the vector P⃗ = (P · 0−1, P · 1−1).
Since P ∈ REGO⃗({0, 1}) one can easily find an automaton in TFAO⃗({0, 1}2) recognizing {χ P⃗{0,1}∗} which then belongs to
TREGO⃗({0, 1}2). Consider the forest F ′ = F ⊗ {χ P⃗{0,1}∗}, from Theorem 17, there exists A1 ∈ TFAO⃗({0, 1}k+2) such that
F(A1) = F ′. Then A1 allows to describe F , and also the borders of P . From A1, we construct now a new automaton A able
to check from the borders of P , that there exists a labeling of the subtrees external to P such that the complete tree belongs
to F .
For every q ∈ Q1 (the set of states ofA1), we constructAq ∈ TFA({0, 1}k+2)whose transitions are all (p, α, q) such that
(p, α, (0, . . . , 0), q) is a transition ofA1 and whose initial state is q. Since ∀i ∈ [1,m], Oi ⊆ P , these transitions are the only
ones that can be applied outside of P . The emptiness problem being decidable for regular forests ( [3,23][Chapter 9]), we can
effectively construct the set Acc = {q ∈ Q1 | L(Aq) ≠ ∅}.
Acc describes states fromwhich, outside of P , one can find an accepting subtree. Then, t ∈ F(A1) iff there exists a run r over
t , such that
• every infinite path r(u1)r(u2) · · · r(un) · · ·, with ui ∈ P is successful, and
• for all u ∈ P , for all i = 0, 1, if t(u) = (α, b0, b1) and bi = 0, then r(ui) ∈ Acc .
Now, we construct an automatonA2 which is P-cut and such that F(A1)|P = F(A2)|P . We obtain this automaton by adding
q⊥ to the set of states (with c(q⊥) = 0) and modifying the set of transitions of A1 in the following way: a transition
(p, (α, b0, b1), o⃗, q0, q1) belongs to Q2 iff
• b0 = b1 = 1 and (p, (α, b0, b1), o⃗, q0, q1) belongs to QA1 , or• There exists a set I ⊆ {0, 1} such that∀i ∈ I , bi = 0 and qi = q⊥ and there exists a transition (p, (α, b0, b1), o⃗, p0, p1) ∈ Q1
such that for all i, pi = qi if i /∈ I and pi ∈ Acc if i ∈ I .
From this new automaton, it is then easy to construct a P-cut automatonA recognizing the language π1,k(F(A2)). We have
then F(A)|P = F|P . 
Proof of Theorem 26. From Lemmas 28 and 29, if P ∈ REGO⃗({0, 1}) and ∀i ∈ [1,m], Oi ⊆ P , then every tree language in
TREGO⃗P ({0, 1}n) is S2SO⃗P -definable. Combined with Lemma 27, this proves the Theorem 26 
Complexity analysis. Suppose P is recognized by a word-automaton of size τP and F by a tree automaton of size τ . Then the
size ofA1 is τ · τP , so is the P-cut automatonA.
The construction ofA requires to construct the set Acc . From [24][Cor 8.22], for a parity tree automaton of size s, this can be
made in time O(|Σ | · ss). ThenA can be constructed in time O(|Σ | · (τ · τP)τ ·τP ).
Corollary 30. The emptiness problem is decidable for forests in TREGO⃗P ({0, 1}k), for all k ≥ 0 iff χ O⃗P has a decidable MSO-theory.
2.3. Regular trees and selection property
Regular trees are a natural extension of finite trees: they correspond to unfolding of finite graphs, i.e., of graphs of finite
automata. They are useful in several areas of computer science (see [6] for a survey on basic theory and applications in
semantics). We generalize here the notion of regular trees by defining O⃗-regular trees which correspond to the unfolding
of a deterministic word automaton with p-oracle O⃗, with respect to conditions on transitions imposed by the tests. We
then study links between existence of such a tree in a forest recognized with oracle-automata, and the satisfiability of the
selection property for a labeled tree structures. Eventually, we close this subsection by defining input-free tree automata
(with p-oracles), which are, as the name suggests, tree automata operating without any input trees. We show that the study
of the emptiness problem and the existence of an accepting O⃗-regular tree for a tree automatonwith oracles can be restricted
to the study of these problems for input-free tree automata with oracles.
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O⃗-Regular trees. A tree t ∈ A∗-Tree(Σ) is said to be O⃗-regular iff there exists a deterministic word automatonA ∈ FAO⃗(A)
and a function out : Q → Σ generating t , i.e., such that ∀u ∈ A∗, q ∈ Q ,
(q0,↑ u)→A (q, u↑) iff out(q) = t(u).
Remark 31. The following remarks will be useful:
1. If t ∈ A∗-Tree(Σ) is O⃗-regular, then for every α ∈ Σ , the set of nodes of t labeled by α (i.e., the set Lα = {u| t(u) = α})
is O⃗-regular.
2. For every O⃗, the characteristic tree χ O⃗A∗ is O⃗-regular.
We extend this definition to P-trees: any t ∈ P-Tree(Σ) is O⃗-regular when there exists t ′ ∈ Tree(Σ), O⃗-regular such that
t = t ′|P .
The selection property. We study links between regular trees and the selection property (SP) (see [10,11]). A structure has
the selection property, if for each satisfiable MSO-formula, there exists a model of the formula which is definable.
Definition 32. A structure S satisfies the selection property (SP) if for every formula φ(X) ∈ MSO(Sig) satisfiable in S, there
exists S ⊆ DS such that
1. S |H φ(S) and
2. S is MSO-definable in S.
Proposition 33. If P isMSO-definable in χ O⃗A∗ , the following properties are equivalent:
1. χ O⃗P fulfills SP,
2. for all n ≥ 1, for every non-empty forest F ∈ TREGO⃗P ({0, 1}n), there exists D⃗ MSO-definable in χ O⃗P such that F contains a
D⃗-regular tree.
Proof. Suppose P is MSO-definable in χ O⃗A∗ , a rewriting of the selection property using Theorem 26 implies the equivalence
of the two following properties:
(1) χ O⃗P fulfills SP,
(2′) for every nonempty F ⊆ TREGO⃗P ({0, 1}n), there exists S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sn)MSO-definable inχ O⃗P such that the treeχ S⃗P belongs
to F .
(2′)⇒ (2) Suppose (2′), according to Remark 31(2), the tree χ S⃗P is S⃗-regular.
(2)⇒ (2′) Suppose that F ⊆ TREGO⃗P is O⃗-regular and contains a D⃗-regular tree t , for D⃗MSO-definable inχ O⃗P . Fromdefinition
of D⃗-regular tree, the language {t} is D⃗-regular. Suppose that t = χ S⃗P , with S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sn), Theorem 26 ensures
that S⃗ is MSO-definable in χ D⃗P . Since D⃗ is MSO-definable in χ
O⃗
P , S⃗ is too. 
Any non-empty regular forest contains a regular tree ([3], [23][Thm 9.3]), the following result is then a straightforward
corollary of Proposition 33.
Theorem 34. For every finite alphabet A, the structure ⟨A∗, ε, (succa)a∈A⟩ fulfills the selection property.
Input-free tree automata. To deal with emptiness problems or existence of regular trees, one can without lose of generality
work with input-free tree automata i.e., tree automata whose input alphabet is {⊤}. The input letter can be omitted in the
transitions of a such an automaton, thus∆ ⊆ Q ×{0, 1}m×Q |A|. In the sequel, we write TFAO⃗(A) rather than TFAO⃗(A, {⊤}).
Any tree automaton with m oracles A = (Q ,Σ, A, O⃗,∆, q0, c) can be transformed in B = (Q × Σ, A, O⃗,∆′,Q0, c ′)
input-free where for every α1, . . . , αn ∈ Σ , ((q, α), o⃗, (p1, α1), . . . , (p|A|, α|A|)) ∈ ∆′ iff (q, α, o⃗, p1, . . . , p|A|) ∈ ∆. Q0
contains every (q0, α), α ∈ Σ and c ′(q, α) = c(q), ∀α ∈ Σ . (It remains to reduce Q0 to only one state, this construction
being classical, we do not describe it.) Obviously, successful runs of B are exactly pairs r ′ = r ⊗ t , where r is a successful
run ofA over t . We obtain then the following result which will permit to restrict the next proofs to input-free automata:
Proposition 35. For everyA ∈ TFAO⃗(A,Σ), one can construct an input-free automatonB ∈ TFAO⃗(A) satisfying:
1. the forest F(A) is non-empty iff there exists a successful run onB ,
2. for all vector R⃗ of subsets of A∗, the forest F(A) contains a R⃗-regular tree iff there exists a successful R⃗-regular run onB ,
3. for every set P ⊆ A∗ prefix closed, ifA is P-cut, thenB is P-cut.
Proposition 36. For every A ∈ TFAO⃗(A) input-free and deterministic, if there exists a run of A then this run is unique and
O⃗-regular.
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Proof. Let us suppose that A = (Q , A, O⃗,∆, q0, c), with A = {a1, . . . , an}, and consider the word-automaton Ar =
(Q , A, O⃗,∆r , q0)where∆r consists of all transitions (q, ai, o⃗, pi) such that (q, o⃗, p1, . . . , pn) ∈ ∆. Clearly,Ar is deterministic
and if there exists a successful run ofA, it corresponds to the tree generated byAr associated to the function out : q → q,
∀q ∈ Q . 
3. Logic for restricted oracles
In this section, we study relation between a tree structure and its image structure:
Definition 37 (Image Structure). Let P ⊆ A∗, t = χ O⃗P and µ : P → S be a map. We denote by µ(t) the relational structure
µ(t) = ⟨µ(P), µ(ε), (Ea)a∈A, µ(O1), . . . , µ(On)⟩,
where Ea = {(µ(u), µ(ua)) | u, ua ∈ P}.
Remark that if µ : (P, ·)→ (M, ⋆) is a morphism, then
Ea = {(σ , σ ′) | σ , σ ′ ∈ µ(P), σ ′ = σ ⋆ µ(a)}.
We now restrict ourselves to tree automata with oracles of the form O⃗ = (µ|P−1(R1), . . . , µ|P−1(Rm)), where µ is a
morphism from A∗ to any monoidM , P is a prefix closed subset of A∗ and Ri ⊆ M .
We use a game-theoretical approach to express problems over O⃗-regular forests by means of MSO-formulas over the
graph structure µ(χ O⃗P ). This allows to obtain some transfer results:
1. if P is MSO-definable in χ O⃗A∗ , then the MSO-decidability can be transferred from µ(χ
O⃗
P ) to χ
O⃗
P .
2. we define a condition on µ|P making possible the transfer of the selection property from µ(χ O⃗P ) to χ
O⃗
P .
The condition onµ|P also ensures that ifµ(χ O⃗P ) satisfies SP, then the class of setswhich areMSO-definable inχ
O⃗
P corresponds
exactly to the class of µ|P−1(D⃗)-regular languages intersected with P , for any D⃗MSO-definable in µ(χ O⃗P ).
3.1. Games for prefix-oracle automata
Parity game. A two-player game (player 0 and player 1) is a colored directed graph whose set of vertices V is partitioned
in player 0’s vertices (V0) and player 1 ones (V1), associated to a winning condition. Parity games are special games which
have been much studied (see for example [25,24,26]).
Definition 38. A parity game is a tuple G = (V0, V1, E, v0, c) where V = V0 V1 is the set of positions, E ⊆ V × V is the
sets of possible moves, v0 ∈ V is the start position and c : V → [0,max] is a map associating to each vertex a priority
by means of an integer which belongs to a bounded interval. A play in G is a (finite or infinite) path in the graph (V , E)
starting at v0. If the play is finite and ends in any vertex v ∈ Vϵ , ϵ ∈ {0, 1} (i.e., player ϵ cannot play anymore), then player
ϵ is declared loser (and therefore the other player wins the play). Otherwise, the winner is determined by n0, value of the
minimal priority appearing infinitely often in the play. In other words, if the play is v0v1 · · · vn · · ·, then n0 is the smallest
integer having an infinity of occurrences in the word c(v0)c(v1) · · · c(vn) · · ·. If n0 is even, player 0 is declared the winner of
the play, otherwise player 1 wins the play.
A strategy for player ϵ is a map s : (V ∗Vϵ) → V connecting any prefix of play ρ = v0v1 . . . vn to a vertex vn+1 such that
(vn, vn+1) ∈ E. A strategy ismemoryless if for any ρ = v0v1 . . . vn the value of s(ρ) depends only on the current vertex vn.
In this case, the strategy is represented as an application from Vϵ to V . A play ρ = v0v1 . . . vn . . . is said conform with s if
for any i ≥ 0 if vi ∈ Vϵ , then vi+1 = s(v0 . . . vi). A strategy s for player ϵ is awinning strategy if every play conform with s
is won by player ϵ. We say that player ϵ wins the game if there exists awinning strategy for ϵ.
The following result will be useful in the sequel.
Theorem 39 ([25,24]). Given any parity game G:
1. one and only one player wins the game,
2. for ϵ ∈ {0, 1}, if player ϵ wins the game, then player ϵ has a winning memoryless strategy.
Games with p-oracle and regular trees. We use now parity games to express some problems related to O⃗-regular tree
languages in the context fixed as follows:
• A is a finite alphabet, supposed to be reduced to two elements: A = {a0, a1} (all results established in this subsection
remain true if the size of A is arbitrary),
• µ is a surjective morphism from A∗ onto a monoid (M, ⋆),
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Fig. 2. The game GA .
• P is a prefix closed subset of A∗,
• O⃗ = (µ|P−1(R1), . . . , µ|P−1(Rm)), withm ≥ 1 and Ri ⊆ M .
We prove that the emptiness problem for O⃗-regular tree languages reduces to the determination of thewinner of a parity
game. From this result, we show (Proposition 51(1)) that the emptiness problem for O⃗-regular tree languages reduces to the
satisfiability of an MSO-formula in µ(χ O⃗P ) (see Definition 37). We prove, in addition, that every non-empty O⃗-regular tree
language contains a µ|P(D⃗)-regular tree, where D⃗ is MSO-definable in µ(χ O⃗P ) (Proposition 51(2)).
We first restrict ourselves to the study of input-free P-cut automata. The advantage of using P-cut automata is that to
determine the existence of a run of a successful one, we only need to consider nodes in P . In addition, in a run of a P-cut
automaton, nodes which do not belong to P are indicated by the label q⊥. Then, from such an automaton, one can easily find
a game which do not leave P .
Definition 40 (Game with p-Oracles). Given an input-free P-cut automatonA = (Q , A, O⃗,∆, q0, c), we construct the parity
game GA = (V0, V1, E, v0, c ′)where
V0 = µ(P)× Q and V1 = µ(P)×∆, v0 = (µ(ε), q0)
E = E0 ∪ E1 where E0 ⊆ V0 × V1, E1 ⊆ V1 × V0 and
E0 = {((σ , p), (σ , δ)) | δ = (p, χµ(O⃗)M (σ ), p0, p1) ∈ ∆},
E1 = {((σ , δ), (σ ⋆ µ(ai), pi)) | pi ≠ q⊥, δ = (p, o⃗, p0, p1), i ∈ {0, 1}} and
c ′ is defined by c ′(σ , p) = c(p) and c ′(σ , (p, o⃗, p0, p1)) = c(p).
Each player moves alternately in the game. In position (µ(u), p), player 0 chooses a transition δ = (p, o⃗, p0, p1) from
those fulfilling o⃗ = χ O⃗A∗(u). Hemoves then to (µ(u), δ). Now its the player 1’s turn to play, he chooses a direction ai to follow
(i ∈ {0, 1}) and moves to (µ(uai), pi). Hence, µ being a morphism, for every prefix of play ending in (σ , x) ∈ V , σ = µ(u)
where u consists of the sequence of directions chosen by player 1.
Example 41. Given two sets A, B, with B ⊆ A, we define the map ℓB : A∗ → N associating to every word in A∗ its number of
occurrences of letters in B. The map lB is a surjective morphism when N is endowed with the ‘‘+’’ operator.
Suppose now that A = {a0, a1} and B = {a1}. Let O = ℓB−1(P) where P is the set of prime numbers, be the set of words
containing a prime number of occurrences of a1 andA = ({q0}, A,O,∆, c : q0 → 0), where∆ = {δ0 = (q0, 0, q0, q0), δ′0 =
(q0, 0, q0, q1), δ1 = (q1, 1, q1, q0), δ′1 = (q1, 1, q1, q1)}. Clearly,A admits a unique run r , and r is such for all u ∈ A∗, ℓB(u)
is prime iff r(u) = q1.
The associated game is GA = (V0, V1, E, (0, q0), c ′ : v ∈ V1 ∪ V0 → 0) is presented Fig. 2. We have the 0-vertices
V0 = N× {q0, q1} (circles) and the 1-vertices V1 = N× {δ0, δ′0, δ1} (squares).
Remark that there are dead ends in our example. Hence, if Player 0 moves from (0, q0) to (0, δ′0), Player 1 can win the
play by moving to (1, q1).
Lemma 42. For any input-free P-cut automatonA ∈ TFAO⃗(A),A has a successful run iff player 0 has a winning strategy in GA.
Proof. Let r be a run onA, and sr the strategy defined by: ∀v0 . . . vn prefix of a play with vn ∈ V0 and such that the sequence
of directions chosen by player 1 is u ∈ A∗,
sr(v0 . . . vn) = (µ(u), (r(u), χ O⃗A∗(u), r(ua0), r(ua1))).
Clearly, sr is winning iff r is successful.
Conversely, given any winning strategy s for player 0 we construct the tree rs by applying to each vertex u, the transition
given by s(ρu)where ρu is the prefix of play conform with swhose sequence of selected directions is u:
• rs(ε) = q0 and ρε = (µ(ε), q0),
• ∀u ∈ P , if s(ρu) = (µ(u), (p, o⃗, p0, p1)), then ∀i ∈ {0, 1}, rs(uai) = pi and ρuai = ρu · s(ρu) · (µ(u) ⋆ µ(ai), pi),• ∀u /∈ P , rs(u) = q⊥.
The tree thus constructed is obviously a run onA and is successful iff s is a winning strategy. 
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Fig. 3. The game GsA .
Thus, by applying Theorem 39:
Lemma 43. For any input-free P-cut automaton A ∈ TFAO⃗(A), A has a successful run iff player 0 has a memoryless winning
strategy in GA.
Given amemoryless strategy s for player 0, to decidewhether s is winning, we simply need to consider the game reduced
to plays conform with s. In this game, there is always only one outgoing edge of a node of player 0. One can then find an
equivalent game in which 0 does not play. Let GsA = (∅, V0 ∪ V1, Es, c ′), where Es = E1 ∪ {(v, v′) | v ∈ V0, s(v) = v′}.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose thatA is complete, i.e., for every (q, o⃗), there exists a transition (q, o⃗, q1, q2). In
this case, any finite play in GA ends in a player 1’s position, and is then winning for player 0.
Example 44. Consider the gameGA defined in Example 41 and the strategy s defined for i ∈ N, ϵ ∈ {0, 1} by s(i, qϵ) = (i, δ′ϵ)
if i+ 1 is prime, else s(i, qϵ) = (i, δϵ).
The transformation of GA in GsA is depicted Fig. 3
In this game, there are no more dead ends, thus every play is winning for Player 0.
Lemma 45. For every complete input-free P-cut automaton A ∈ TFAO⃗(A), any memoryless strategy for player 0, s, is winning
in GA iff the reduced game GsA is winning for player 0.
Proof. An infinite sequence of vertices v0 · · · vn · · · is a play in GsA iff it is a play in GA conforms with s. Since vertices of GA
and GsA have same priority, an infinite sequence of vertices is a winning play in GA conform with s iff it is a winning play in
GsA. 
Any parity game G = (V0, V1, E, v0, c)with c : V → [0,max] is naturally associated to a relational structure G of domain
V defined over the signature G = (V0, V1, E, v0, c0, . . . , cmax), where for all i ∈ [0,max], the arity of ci is 1.
Lemma 46. For every complete input-free P-cut automatonA ∈ TFAO⃗(A), one can find an MSO(GA)-sentencewin such that for
every smemoryless strategy for player 0 in GA,
GsA |H win iff s is winning.
Proof. We construct a formula P0 such that GsA |H P0 iff there exists a play in GsA lost by player 0, i.e., iff there exists an
infinite path v0 · · · vn · · · such that the smallest integer appearing infinitely often in c ′(v0) · · · c ′(vn) · · · is odd.
P0 := ∃X, X0, . . . , Xmax,
1. X is a path containing v0
2. ∀n, Xn = {x appearing infinitely often in X | cn(x)}
3. the smallest n such that Xn ≠ ∅ is odd
Using [24, Section 12.2], ‘‘being a path’’ is MSO-expressible in GsA. From Theorem 39, player 0 loses the game iff player 1
wins the game, hencewin := ¬P0. 
We now translate MSO-formulas over GsA into MSO-formulas over µ(χ
O⃗
P ), using the following facts:
1. since the domain V of GsA isµ(P)× Q ∪µ(P)×∆, and both Q and∆ are finite, a subset of V can be encoded by a vector
of subsets of µ(P) of size |∆| + |Q |,
2. a memoryless strategy for 0 maps vertices (σ , π1(δ)) on vertices (σ , δ) were δ ∈ ∆. It can then be expressed by a map
from µ(P) into∆. Since∆ is finite, it can be encoded by a vector of subsets of µ(P) (of size |∆|).
Formally, we fix the following notations:
• ∆ = {δ1, . . . , δd}, where δi ≠ δj for all i ≠ j,• Q = {s1, . . . , sτ },
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• for every D ⊆ V , g(D) = (g1(D), . . . , gd(D), h1(D), . . . , hτ (D)), where ∀i ∈ [1, . . . d], j ∈ [1, τ ],
gi(D) = {σ | (σ , δi) ∈ D}, hj(D) = {σ | (σ , sj) ∈ D},
• we associate to any player 0’s memoryless strategy s the vector S⃗s = (Ss,1, . . . , Ss,d), where ∀i ∈ [1, d],
Ss,i = {σ ∈ µ(P), s(σ , π1(δi)) = (σ , δi)},
and denote S⃗s the vector µ−1|P (S⃗s).
Remark that S⃗s gives a complete characterization of s.
Lemma 47. Given an input-free P-cut automaton A ∈ TFAO⃗(A), s a memoryless strategy for player 0 in GA, and φ(X1, . . . ,
Xn) ∈MSO(GA), one can effectively construct an MSO-formula φg such that ∀D1, . . . ,Dn ⊆ µ(P)× Q ∪ µ(P)×∆,
GsA |H φ(D1, . . . ,Dn) iff µ(χ S⃗sP ) |H φg(g(D1), . . . , g(Dn)).
Proof. Let us construct φg when φ is an atomic formula:
• ∀i ∈ [1, d], j ∈ [1, τ ], σ , σ ′ ∈ µ(P),
– Es({(σ , δi)}, {(σ ′, pj)}) iff ∃ϵ ∈ {0, 1} s.t. σ ′ = σ ⋆ µ(aϵ) and π2+ϵ(δi) = pj
– Es((σ , pj), (σ ′, δi)) iff σ ′ = σ , π1(δi) = pj and σ ∈ Ss,i
Then (Es)g(X1, . . . , Xd+τ , Y1, . . . , Yd+τ ) can be expressed in the following way: ∃i ∈ [1, d], ∃j ∈ [1, τ ] such that
– either Xi = {x}, Yd+j = {y} and the other ones are empty and ∃ϵ ∈ {0, 1} s.t. y = x ⋆ µ(aϵ) and π2+ϵ(δi) = pj
– or Yi = {y}, Xd+j = {x} and the other ones are empty and y = x, π1(δi) = pj and x ∈ Ss,i
• cgs,n(X1, . . . , Xd+τ ) corresponds to the XOR of the two following properties:
– ∃i ∈ [1, d] such that Xi = {x} and the other ones are empty and c(δi) = n,
– ∃j ∈ [1, τ ] such that Xd+j = {x} and the other ones are empty and c(pj) = n.• if φ(X, Y ) := X ⊆ Y ,
then φg(X1, . . . , Xd+τ , Y1, . . . , Yd+τ ) := ∀i ∈ [1, d+ τ ], Xi ⊆ Yi.
If φ is not atomic, φg is given by an obvious induction on the structure of φ: (¬φ)s = ¬(φs), (φ1 ∧ φ2)s = φ1s ∧ φ2s and
(∃xφ)s = ∃xφs. 
Combining Lemmas 46 and 47, we obtain:
Lemma 48. Let A ∈ TFAO⃗(A) complete, input-free and P-cut, one can effectively construct an MSO-sentence sg, such that for
every memoryless strategy s for player 0 in GA,
µ(χ
S⃗s
P ) |H sg iff s is winning.
Given D⃗ = (D1, . . . ,Dd) any vector of subsets of µ(P), it is easy to determine if D⃗ encodes some memoryless strategy s
(i.e., D⃗ = S⃗s).
Indeed, if we suppose that A is complete, it consists in checking that for every pair (σ , p) with σ ∈ µ(P), there exists
one and only one i ∈ [1, d] such that σ ∈ Di, and the first component of δi is p, and χµ(O⃗)µ(P) (σ ) = π2(δi). This property can
easily be expressed in MSO, hence, we deduce from Lemma 48:
Lemma 49. For every complete P-cut input-free automaton A ∈ TFAO⃗(A), there exists d ≥ 0 and an MSO-formula regA
(X1, . . . , Xd) such that ∀S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sd), Si ⊆ µ(P), the following properties are equivalent:
1. µ(χ O⃗P ) |H regA(S1, . . . , Sd)
2. S⃗ encodes a winning memoryless strategy for player 0 in GA.
As seen in the proof of Lemma 42, each winning strategy for player 0 corresponds to an accepting run in A. By using the
encoding of a memoryless strategy as an oracle vector, we can construct a deterministic tree automaton accepting this
run. It suffices to keep the transitions of the initial automaton, and using the oracles, restrict them to transitions indicated
by the strategy. Given A and any memoryless strategy s, let As = (Q , A, S⃗s,∆s, q0) be the deterministic input-free tree
automaton, where∆s is constructed in the following way:
• ∀o⃗, (q⊥, o⃗, q⊥, q⊥) ∈ ∆s
• if δi = (q, o⃗, p0, p1) ∈ ∆, then (q, b⃗, p0, p1) ∈ ∆s, ∀b⃗ ∈ {0, 1}d such that bi = 1 and ∀j ≠ i, bj = 0 if the first component
of δj is q.
This automaton follows the transitions ofA indicated by the strategy s. The following result is then straightforward:
Lemma 50. For every winning memoryless strategy s for player 0, As is deterministic, P-cut and its unique run is a successful
run ofA.
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Since As is deterministic, Proposition 36 implies that its unique run is a S⃗s-regular tree. Applying Lemma 35, we extend
Lemmas 49 and 50 to the case of automata with inputs. In addition, from Lemma 29, if P is MSO-definable in χ O⃗A∗ , for every
B ∈ TFAO⃗(A), there exists a P-cut automaton A in TFAO⃗(A) such that F(A)|P = F(B)|P . Hence, when P is MSO-definable
in χ O⃗A∗ , Lemmas 49 and 50 can be extended to every automaton in TFA
O⃗(A). The following proposition summarizes these
results.
Proposition 51. For every forest F ∈ TREGO⃗P (A,Σ), where P is MSO-definable in χ O⃗A∗ , there exists d ≥ 0 and a formula
regF (X1, . . . , Xd), such that
1. F ≠ ∅ iff µ(χ O⃗P ) |H ∃X1, . . . , Xd · regF (X1, . . . , Xd)
2. for every S⃗ = (S1, . . . , Sd), Si ⊆ µ(P), if µ(χ O⃗P ) |H regF (S⃗), then F contains a µ|P−1(S⃗)-regular tree.
Complexity analysis of Lemma 49: LetA be an input-free P-cut automaton in TFAO⃗(A). Using [24, Section 12.2], the formula
win constructed in Lemma 46 contains 4 quantifier alternations (and begin with ∃ ) and its length is linear (in the number
of states). The formula sg obtained in Lemma 48 has then 4 quantifier alternations and has length O(τ ), where τ is the
number of states ofA. Finally, the transformation of sg in regA (Lemma 49) adds existential quantifiers at the beginning of
the formula, hence regA has 4 quantifier alternations and its length is again O(τ ).
Complexity analysis of Proposition 51: Let F ∈ TREGO⃗P (A,Σ). Suppose that τ is the number of states of an automaton
recognizing F and τ ′ is the number of states of the word-automaton recognizing P . Using Lemma 29 we construct in time
O(|Σ | · (τ · τ ′)τ ·τ ′) a P-cut automatonA having τ · τ ′ states and such that F(A)P = F|P . This automaton can be transformed
in an input-free automaton having |Σ ||A| · τ · τ ′ states.
Finally, using the complexity analysis of Lemma 49, the formula regF defined in Proposition 51 contains 4 quantifier
alternations and its length is O(|Σ ||A| · τ · τ ′). This formula can be constructed in time O(|Σ | · (τ · τ ′)τ ·τ ′).
3.2. Transfer theorems
We use Proposition 51 to transfer some properties of the structure µ(χ O⃗P ) toward the structure χ
O⃗
P . The following
definition fixes hypothesis for which these results hold.
Definition 52 (Transfer Hypothesis (TH)). We write TH(µ|P , O⃗)whenever:
µ : A∗ → M is a surjective semi-group morphism, P is a prefix closed language in A∗, P ∈ REGO⃗(A) and there exists a
vector R⃗ of subsets of µ(P) such that O⃗ = µ|P−1(R⃗).
Theorem 53 (Transfer of Decidability). Let µ be a morphism from A∗ to any semi-group, P ⊆ A∗ be a prefix closed language,
and O⃗ a vector of subsets of P, such that TH(µ|P , O⃗).
If theMSO-theory of µ(χ O⃗P ) is decidable, then theMSO-theory of χ
O⃗
P is decidable.
Proof. Suppose that the MSO-theory of µ(χ O⃗P ) is decidable. For all F ∈ TREGO⃗P (A,Σ), one can decide whether µ(χ O⃗P ) |H
∃X⃗, regF (X⃗)where regF is the formula established in Proposition 51, i.e., whether F is empty. Hence, from Corollary 25, the
MSO-theory of χ O⃗P is decidable. 
Complexity analysis
Let CD(n, τ ) be the time needed to decide the truth value, in χ O⃗P , of an S2S-sentence of length n and having τ quantifier al-
ternations. Suppose that P is recognized by an automaton having τP states. Let φ be an S2S-sentence of length n and having
τ quantifier alternations. From Remark 24, we can compute a tree automaton A ∈ TREGO⃗ such that T (φ) = T (A), and
having n ↑ τ states. Then, the formula regT (A) has 3 quantifier alternations and length |Σ ||A|(n ↑ τ)τP and is constructed
in time O(|Σ |((n ↑ τ)τP)(n↑τ)τP ). Finally, we decide if φ is true in time CD(3, |Σ ||A|(n ↑ τ)τP) + O(|Σ |((n ↑ τ)τP)(n↑q)τP )
(or CD(3, (n ↑ τ)) if P = A∗).
We define now a condition on µ|P allowing to transfer the selection property (see Definition 32).
Definition 54 (MSO-invertibility). Given any surjective morphism µ from A∗ into some semi-group, and P ⊆ A∗ prefix
closed, the restricted map µ|P is said to be MSO-invertible if for every O⃗, vector of subsets of P , and every D ⊆ µ(P),
if D is MSO-definable in µ(χ O⃗P ) then µ|P−1(D) is MSO-definable in χ
O⃗
P .
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Proof. Let F be a non-empty O⃗-regular forest in P-Treen, from Proposition 51 and sinceµ(χ O⃗P ) fulfills SP, there exists S⃗ such
that F contains aµ|P−1(S⃗)-regular tree and S⃗ is MSO-definable inµ(χ O⃗P ). Let D⃗ = µ|P−1(S⃗), sinceµ|P is MSO-invertible, D⃗ is
MSO-definable in χ O⃗P and F contains a D⃗-regular tree. Hence, from Proposition 33, χ
O⃗
P fulfills SP. 
Complexity analysis
For an S2S-formula of length n and having τ quantifier alternations, we denote by CM(n, τ ) the time needed to construct a
formula that defines amodel inχ O⃗P , and by (nS, τS) the size of a formula that defines inversemodels. Suppose P is recognized
by an automaton having τP states. Given an S2S-formulaφ of length n and having τ quantifier alternations, one can construct
a formula that defines a model of φ in time CM(3, (n ↑ τ))+ O((2(n ↑ τ) · τP)(n↑τ)·τP ) (or CM(3, (n ↑ τ)) if P = A∗).
Theorem 56 (Structure Theorem). If µ|P is MSO-invertible, TH(µ|P , O⃗) and µ(χ O⃗P ) satisfies SP, then for every L ⊆ P, the
following properties are equivalent:
• L isMSO-definable in χ O⃗P
• there exists D⃗MSO-definable in µ(χ O⃗P ) such that L is µ|P−1(D⃗)-regular.
Proof. Let us suppose that L is MSO-defined in χ O⃗P by a formula φ(X). Then from Theorem 26, there exists a O⃗-regular forest
F = {χ LP } such that F = T O⃗P (φ). From Proposition 51 and since µ(χ O⃗P ) fulfills SP, there exists D⃗ such that χ LP is µ|P−1(D⃗)-
regular and D⃗ is MSO-definable in µ(χ O⃗P ). From Remark 31.1, the language L is µ|P−1(D⃗)-regular.
Conversely, given D⃗, MSO-definable inµ(χ O⃗P ), then sinceµ|P−1 isMSO-invertible,µ|P−1(D⃗) isMSO-definable inχ
O⃗
P . Given
L a µ|P−1(D⃗)-regular language, by using the automata-characterization of L, it is then easy to find a MSO-formula defining L
in χ O⃗P . 
Complexity analysis
For an S2S-formula of length n and having τ quantifier alternations, we denote by CM(n, τ ) the time needed to construct
a formula that defines a model in χ O⃗P , and by (nS, τS) the size of a formula that defines inverse models. Suppose that P is
recognized by an automaton having τP states and that L is defined by an S2S-formula φ of length n and having τ quantifier
changes, one can construct a word oracle-automaton recognizing L having F(3, F(n, τ )) states. It can be constructed in time
CM(3, n ↑ τ)+ O((2(n ↑ τ) · τP)(n↑τ)·τP ) (or CM(3, n ↑ τ) if P = A∗).
3.3. On the MSO-invertibility
Given any surjective morphism µ from A∗ into some semi-group (M, ⋆), and P ⊆ A∗ prefix closed, it is often difficult to
prove that µ|P is MSO-invertible. In this paper (Propositions 59 and 77), we will apply the following method:
1. Find a covering C of P such that
(a) for all C ∈ C, µ|C : C → M is bijective
(b) the property ‘‘be an element of C’’ can be expressed by an MSO-formula over ⟨P, ε, (succa)a∈A⟩.
2. Find, for every MSO-formula φ over µ(χ O⃗P ) (with O⃗ = µ|P−1(R⃗) and R⃗ arbitrary) with n free variables, an MSO-formula
φ′ over χ O⃗P with n+ 1 free variables, satisfying for every C ∈ C, for every S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ P:
χ O⃗P |H φ′(S1 ∩ C, . . . , Sn ∩ C, C) iff µ(χ O⃗P ) |H φ(µ(S1 ∩ C, . . . , Sn ∩ C)). (1)
It suffices to find φ′ for φ atomic: for inclusions, the construction is trivial: (X1 ⊆ X2)′ := X1 ⊆ X2) and (X ⊆ Ri)′
:= X ⊆ Oi. Furthermore, for boolean combinations we have obviously (φ ∨ ψ)′ := φ′ ∨ ψ ′, (φ ∧ ψ)′ := φ′ ∧
ψ ′ et (¬φ)′ := ¬φ′ and for quantified formulas, (∃X, ψ(X, X1, . . . , Xn))′ := ∃X, ψ ′(X ∩ Y , X1, . . . , Xn, Y ) and (∀X,
ψ(X, X1, . . . , Xn))′ := ∃X, ψ ′(X ∩ Y , X1, . . . , Xn, Y ).
Let us prove the case of the existential quantification, the universal case is similar:
Fix S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ P and C ∈ C.
χ O⃗P |H ∃X, ψ ′(X ∩ C, S1 ∩ C, . . . , Sn ∩ C, C) iff
∃D ⊆ P, χ O⃗P |H ψ ′(D ∩ C, S1 ∩ C, . . . , Sn ∩ C, C) iff (by (i.h.))
∃D ⊆ P, µ(χ O⃗P ) |H ψ(µ(D ∩ C), µ(S1 ∩ C), . . . , µ(Sn ∩ C)) iff (since µ|C is bijective)
∃D′ ⊆ M, µ(χ O⃗P ) |H ψ(D′, µ(S1 ∩ C), . . . , µ(Sn ∩ C)) iff
µ(χ O⃗P ) |H ∃X, ψ(X, µ(S1 ∩ C), . . . , µ(Sn ∩ C)).
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If these two steps are achieved, we can conclude in the following way: since C is a covering of P and for all C ∈ C,µ|C
is bijective: ∀D ⊆ P , D′ ⊆ M , D = µ|P−1(D′) iff ∀C ∈ C, µ(C ∩ D) = D′.
Then, for every formula φ(X1, . . . , Xn) over µ(χ O⃗P ), the formula
φµ(X1, . . . , Xn) := ∀C ∈ C, φ′(C ∩ X1, . . . , C ∩ Xn, C)
fulfills χ O⃗P |H φµ(D⃗) iff ∃D⃗′ such that S |H φ(D⃗′) and µ|P−1(D⃗) = D′.
3.4. A first application
Various authors have exhibited classes of relations R ⊆ N for which the structure ⟨N,+1, R⟩ has a decidable MSO-theory
(see for recent examples [27,15,10]). We show how to use our transfer theorems from such a structure. Given two alphabets
A and B, with B ⊆ A, we consider the map lB : A∗ → N associating to every word in A∗ its number of occurrences of letters
in B.
Proposition 57. For every N⃗ = (N1, . . . ,Nm), Ni ⊆ N such that ⟨N,+1, N⃗⟩ has a decidable MSO-theory, the structure
⟨A∗, (succa)a∈A, lB−1(N⃗)⟩ has a decidableMSO-theory.
Proof. The map lB is a surjective morphism when N is endowed with the ‘‘+’’ operator. Let O⃗ = lB−1(N⃗), since lB(χ O⃗A∗) =
⟨N,+1, N⃗⟩, Proposition 57 is a direct consequence of Theorem 53. 
This result has already been proved in [28][Proposition 2] for the case A = B, as a direct application of the results about
unfolding of graphs obtained in [29,30]. However, to our knowledge, this method does not allow the transfer of the selection
property, nor to deal with the decidability for the case B ≠ A. Conversely, Theorem 53 does not seems to cover all results
that can be obtained by unfolding, since some graph unfoldings are not included in a semi-group.
Theorem 58 ([10]). For all vector N⃗ of subsets of N, the structure ⟨N, 0,+1, N⃗⟩ satisfies SP.
Proposition 59. The map lB : A∗ → N is MSO-invertible.
Proof. We follow the schema described in Section 3.3:
1. We associated to each infinite word u = u0b0u1b1 . . . unbnun+1 . . . ∈ Aω with ui ∈ (A − B)∗ and bi ∈ B for all i, the set
Cu = {u0, u0b0u1, u0b0u1b1u2, . . .}. Consider the family C of all Cu, for u ∈ Aω: C is a covering of A∗ and for all C ∈ C, the
restriction of lB to C is a bijective map from C toN. In addition, the property ‘‘be an element of C’’ can easily be expressed
by an MSO-formula over ⟨A∗, ε, (succa)a∈A⟩.
2. For each atomic formula φ, we can find a formula φ′ fulfilling the equivalence 1 (we replace relations with free first order
variables by ‘‘equivalent’’ relations having free second order variables. For example, ε(x) is replaced by ε(X) == ∃x. X =
{x} ∧ ε(x)):
• 0′(X, Y ) := X ⊆ (A− B)∗,
• (+1)′(X1, X2, Y ) := ∃u, v, X1 = {u} ∧ X2 = {v} ∧ v ∈ uB(A− B)∗. 
Combining Theorems 55, 56 and 58 and Proposition 59 proves the following result.
Corollary 60. Given a vector N⃗ of subsets of N,
1. the structure ⟨A∗, (succa)a∈A, lB−1(N⃗)⟩ satisfies SP,
2. a set L is MSO-definable in ⟨A∗, (succa)a∈A, lB−1(N⃗)⟩ iff there exists a vector D⃗ of sets MSO-definable in ⟨N, 0,+1, N⃗⟩ such
that L ∈ REGl−1B (D⃗).
4. Words, iterated-pushdown stores and tree-structures
In this section, we apply results obtained previously to define the notion of regularity for sets of k-pushdown store that
naturally extends what is known for classical pushdown stores (level 1). At level 1, a set of pushdown store is regular iff
it is generated by a pushdown automaton (i.e., it is the set of stacks appearing in the reachable final configurations of a
pushdown automaton) iff ii is a regular word language.
This section is split as follows: first we give some preliminary definitions on iterated pushdown stores; then we show
that iterated pushdown stores can be seen as words in a free group; then, using our transfer theorems, we prove some
MSO-properties on the structure associated with the free group; finally, we translate these result in terms of set of iterated
pushdown store.
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4.1. Iterated pushdown stores
4.1.1. The storage structure
Originally defined by Greibach in [31], iterated pushdown stores are storage structures built iteratively. Let (Ak)k≥1 be
disjoint and finite alphabets. For all k ≥ 1, we denote by A1,k the finite sequence A1, . . . , Ak and adopt the convention that
⊥ is a special symbol and that {⊥, [, ]} ∩ Ai is empty for all i ≥ 1.
Definition 61. We define inductively the set k-pds(A1,k) (or k-pds when store alphabets are understood) of k-iterated
pushdown-stores over A1,k:
1-pds(A1,1) = A1∗{⊥},
(k+ 1)-pds(A1,k+1) = (Ak+1[k-pds(A1,k)])∗ ⊥ [k-pds(A1,k)],
it-pds((Ak)k≥1) =k≥1 k-pds(A1,k).
We denote by⊥k the ‘‘empty’’ k-pds containing only symbols⊥:⊥1=⊥ and⊥k+1=⊥ [⊥k].
From the definition, every ω in (k+ 1)-pds(A1,k+1), k ≥ 0, has a unique decomposition as ω = a[ω1]ω′ with ω1 ∈
k-pds(A1,k), ω′ ∈ (k+ 1)-pds(A1,k+1) ∪ {ε} and a ∈ Ak+1 ∪ {⊥}. Furthermore, a =⊥ iff ω′ = ε.
Example 62. Let A1 = {a1, b1}, A2 = {a2, b2}, A3 = {a3} be storage alphabets, and ωex = a3[b2[b1a1 ⊥]a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥2  
ω1
]
⊥ [a2[a1 ⊥]a2[⊥] ⊥2]  
ω′
∈ 3-pds(A1,3).
The decomposition of ωex is ωex = a3[ω1]ω′.
The two following maps will be useful.
Projection: for all k ≥ 1, the map pk,i associating a k-pds to its top i-pds (for 1 ≤ i ≤ k) is defined inductively:
∀ω = a[ω1]ω′ ∈ k-pds(A1,k),
pk,k(ω) = ω and pk,i(ω) = pk−1,i(ω1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1.
The double subscript notationwill be used to handle inverse projections, the rest of the time,wewill note pi instead
of pk,i.
Top symbols: for all k ≥ 1, the map top associating any k-pds, to the word formed by its k top-symbols is defined
inductively: ∀ω = a[ω1]ω′ ∈ k-pds(A1,k) by
top(ω) = a, if k = 1, else top(ω) = a · top(ω1).
Remark that top(ω) ∈ (Ak ∪ {⊥}) · · · (A2 ∪ {⊥})(A1 ∪ {⊥}). For i ∈ [1, k], and ω ∈ k-pds, we denote by topi(ω)
the (k− i+ 1)-th letter of top(ω), i.e., the top symbol of level i.
Example 63. Let ωex be the 3-pds given in Example 62: p2(ωex) = b2[b1a1 ⊥]a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥2, p1(ωex) = b1a1 ⊥, and
top(ωex) = a3b2b1, top(p2(ωex)) = b2b1, top(p1(ωex)) = b1.
An instruction on it-pds is a function from it-pds to it-pds which does not modify the level of the store (i.e., if instr is an
instruction then for any k ≥ 1 and any ω ∈ k-pds, instr(ω) ∈ k-pds). An instruction of level i is an instruction instr which
does not modify the levels greater than i of any it-pds and satisfies:
if ω = a[ω1]ω′ ∈ k-pds, k > i, then instr(ω) = a[instr(ω1)]ω′,
if ω ∈ k-pds, k < i, then instr(w) = w.
Therefore, to define an instruction of level i, there is only need to define it for any ω ∈ i-pds.
Three instructions of level k are generally applicable to it-pushdowns.
Definition 64. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ‘‘classical’’ instructions of level i over A1,k are defined for every ω = b[ω1]ω′ ∈ i-pds(A1,i) by:
popi(ω) = ω′ if b ≠⊥, else popi(ω) is undefined,
pushi,a(ω) = a[ω1]ω,
changei,a(ω) = a[ω1]ω′, if b ≠⊥ else changei,a(ω) is undefined.
For k ≥ 1, Ik(A1,k) = {popi | i ∈ [1, k]} ∪ {pushi,a, changei,a | a ∈ Ai, i ∈ [1, k]}. is the set of instructions over A1,k.
Thus, given ω ∈ k-pds and i ≤ k, popi(ω) erases pi(ω) on the top of the store, pushi,ai(ω) adds ai[pi−1(ω)] on the top of the
top i-pds and changei,ai(ω) replaces topi(ω) by ai.
Example 65. Let ω = b3[b2[b1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3 be a 3-pds,
pop3(ω) =⊥3, pop2(ω) = b3[⊥2] ⊥3, pop1(ω) = b3[b2[⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3,
push2,a2(ω) = b3[a2[b1 ⊥]b2[b1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3, push1,a1(ω) = b3[b2[a1b1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3,
change3,a3(ω) = a3[b2[b1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3, change1,a1(ω) = b3[b2[a1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥3.
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We also define the inverse instruction of pushi,a which will be used to encode the k-pushdowns as words.
Definition 66. For any i ≥ 1 and a ∈ Ai, the instruction of level i pushi,a is defined for any ω ∈ i-pds(A1,i) by
pushi,a(ω) = ω′ if there exists ω′ ∈ i-pds such that ω = pushi,a(ω′)
pushi,a(ω) is undefined otherwise.
In other words, ∀ω ∈ k-pds,
pushk,a(ω) = ω′ iff ω = a[ω1]b[ω1]ω′′ and ω′ = b[ω1]ω′′.
Remark that ∀ω ∈ k-pds, pushk,a(pushk,a(ω)) = ω and if pushk,a(ω) is defined then pushk,a(pushk,a(ω)) = ω.
4.1.2. Iterated pushdown machines
We define here controlled iterated pushdowns systems which extend systems with iterated storage structure intensively
studied in the 70’s (see [32,31,33,34]) and more recently in [35–37,18,16,17,38,39,15]. Here we define iterated pushdown
machines whose transitions are conditioned by membership tests on the store.
Definition 67 (Controlled k-pushdown Transitions System). Let k ≥ 0, a k-TS is a structure A = (Q , A1,k, C⃗,∆, q0, F) where
Q is a finite set of states, A1,k is the sequence of pushdown alphabets, C⃗ = (C1, . . . , Cm) is a vector of controllers Ci ⊆
k-pds(A1,k), q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is a set of final states and∆ ⊆ Q × top(k-pds(A1,k))× {0, 1}m × Ik(A1,k)× Q
is a finite set of transitions.
The family of all k-TS controlled by C⃗ is k-TSC⃗ (A1,k). The set of configurations of A is ConA = Q × k-pds(A1,k). The single
step relation→A⊆ ConA × ConA of A is defined by
(p, ω)→A (q, ω′) iff (p, top(ω), χC⃗ (ω), instr, q) ∈ ∆, and ω′ = instr(ω).
We denote by
∗→A the reflexive and transitive closure of →A. The set of k-pds generated by A is P(A) = {ω ∈ k-pds
(A1,k)| ∃q ∈ F , (q0,⊥k) ∗→A (q, ω)}.
4.1.3. Iterated pushdown structures
We define the structure PDSk associated to the type k-pushdowns. It is proved in [15], that for all k ≥ 1, the MSO-theory
of this structure is decidable.
Definition 68 (k-pds Structure). Given k ≥ 1, PDSk(A1,k) is the structure whose domain is k-pds(A1,k) and endowed with
the binary relations popi, pushi,a and changei,a for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a ∈ Ai. Relations popi, pushi,a and changei,a are graphs
of the corresponding instructions on pushdowns.
4.2. Iterated-pushdowns viewed as words
In order to apply results obtained above to iterated pushdowns, we now represent k-pds as words in a free group.
4.2.1. Free group
Given a finite alphabet A , let us associate to each a ∈ A the inverse symbol a¯ (with a¯ /∈ A). We denote by A the set of
inverse letters of A and defineA = A ∪ A. For every u = a1 · · · an ∈A∗, the inverseword of u is u = bn · · · b1 where each bi
is the inverse symbol of ai.
Let us then consider the reduction system S = {(aa¯, ε), (a¯a, ε)}. A word inA∗ is said to be reduced if it is S-reduced, i.e.,
it does not contain occurrences of aa¯ or a¯a, for a ∈ A. We denote by Irr(A) the set of reduced words inA∗. As S is confluent,
each wordw is equivalent (mod↔∗S ) to a unique reduced word denoted ρ(w).
We define the free group (Irr(A), •, ε), where ∀u, v ∈ Irr(A), u • v = ρ(u · v).
4.2.2. Encoding
We encode each ω ∈ k-pds(A1,k) by a word representing the smallest instructions sequence of pushi,a and pushi,a
computing ω from⊥k. The set of such encodings is a prefix closed language Pk over the alphabetA1,k.
Every ω ∈ k-pds(A1,k) can be represented by a word on A1,k = A1,k ∪ A1,k (with the convention that a ∈ A1,k if
a ∈ A1 ∪ . . . Ak) encoding an instructions sequence computing ω from⊥k:
• every a ∈ Ai corresponds to pushi,a
• every a¯ ∈ Ai corresponds to pushi,a
For instance, the 2-pds ω = a2[c1b1 ⊥]a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥ [⊥] can be represented by the word u1 = a2a1a2a¯1b1c1, or by
u2 = a2a1b2b¯2a2a¯1b1c1, or by u3 = a2a1a1b2b¯2a¯1a2a¯1b1c1.
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There are then several representations of the same k-pds but all have the same reduced representative in (Irr(A1,k), •, ε).
Each k-pds will be encoded by its reduced representative. In the previous example, the reduced representative is u1 (since
ρ(u1) = ρ(u2) = ρ(u3) = u1).
Each word inA1,k∗ does not define a valid sequence of instructions. For example, a1b1a2b¯1b¯1 is not valid since a1b1a2b¯1
correspond to a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥ [b1a1 ⊥] and pushb1,1 is then undefined.
Let us introduce the setMk of words inA1,k∗ encoding all valid sequences of moves, as well as the setPk of reducedwords of
Mk which encodes the set of k-pds. We define simultaneously Pk(A1,k) (or simply Pk when the Ai’s are fixed) andMk(A1,k)
(or simplyMk) by induction on k:
• P0 = {ε},
• ∀k ≥ 0,Mk(A1,k) = {u ∈A1,k∗| ∀v 4 u, ρ(v) ∈ Pk(A1, . . . , Ak)} and
Pk+1(A1,k+1) = {u ∈ ρ((A1,k ∪ Ak+1)∗) | πA1,k(u) ∈Mk(A1, . . . , Ak)}.
Clearly, P1(A1) = A∗1 .
We now gives some definition and properties on Pk(A1,k) and its links with Pk(A1,k) which will be useful in the next
subsections.
Definition 69 (Projection). For k ≥ 0, fk : Pk+1 → Pk is defined for every u ∈ Pk+1 by fk(u) = ρ(πA1,k(u)). We extend fk
by fi+1,k : Pi+1 → Pk obtained by successive applications of fi, fi−1, . . . , fk.
An obvious induction on k proves the following recursive definition of Pk
Proposition 70. For every k ≥ 1, u ∈ Pk and a ∈ Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, u • a ∈ Pk and [u • a¯ ∈ Pk iff fk,i(u) ∈ Pi · a].
For every k ≥ 0, there is a bijection, denoted ϕk, between Pk and k-pds:
Definition 71. The map ϕk : k-pds(A1,k)→ Pk(A1,k) is defined by induction on k ≥ 0:
• ϕ0(⊥0) = ε,
• ∀k ≥ 0, ω1 ∈ k-pds(A1,k), ω ∈ (k+ 1)-pds(A1,k+1) and a ∈ Ak+1,
– ϕk+1(⊥ [ω1]) = ϕk(ω1)
– ϕk+1(a[ω1]ω) = (ϕk+1(ω) · a · fk(ϕk+1(ω))) • ϕk(ω1).
Example 72. Consider the 3-pds ωex = a3[b2[b1a1 ⊥]a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥2] ⊥ [a2[a1 ⊥]a2[⊥] ⊥2] = a3[ω1]ω. Applying ϕ3, we get
ϕ3(ωex) = (ϕ3(ω)a3f2(ϕ3(ω))) • ϕ2(ω1).
We have, ϕ2(b2[b1a1 ⊥]a2[a1 ⊥] ⊥2) = a2a1b2b1 and ϕ2(a2[a1 ⊥]a2[⊥] ⊥2) = a2a2a1, then ϕ3(ω) = a2a2a1. We obtain
then,
ϕ3(ωex) = a2a2a1a3a2a2a1 • (a2a1b2b1) = a2a2a1a3(a¯1 a¯2 a¯2) • (a2a1b2b1) = a2a2a1a3a¯1 a¯2a1b2b1.
Proposition 73. For every (k+ 1)-pds ω = a[ω1]ω′, ϕk(ω1) = fk(ϕk+1(ω)).
Proof. From definition of ϕk and fk:
fk(ϕk+1(a[ω1]ω′)) = fk(ϕk+1(ω′) · a · fk(ϕk+1(ω′))) • ϕk(ω1) = fk(ϕk+1(ω′)) • fk(ϕk+1(ω′)) • ϕk(ω1) = ϕk(ω1). 
Lemma 74. For every k ≥ 0, ϕk is bijective.
Proof. Injectivity: Let ω = a[ω1]ω2, ω′ = a′[ω′1]ω′2 and suppose that ϕk+1(ω) = ϕk+1(ω′). From the definition of ϕk+1, we
have then
ϕk+1(ω2) · a · fk(ϕk+1(ω2)) • ϕk(ω1) = ϕk+1(ω′2) · a′ · fk(ϕk+1(ω′2)) • ϕk(ω′1).
Then a = a′, ϕk+1(ω2) = ϕk+1(ω′2) and fk(ϕk+1(ω2)) • ϕk(ω1) = fk(ϕk+1(ω′2)) • ϕk(ω′1)
By induction on the length of the pds, we obtain ω2 = ω′2, then fk(ϕk+1(ω2)) •ϕk(ω1) = fk(ϕk+1(ω2)) •ϕk(ω′1) and since
(Irr(A1,k), •, ε) is a group, ϕk(ω1) = ϕk(ω′1). By induction on k, ω1 = ω′1 and then ω = ω′.
Surjectivity: We detail the case where u = u′au1 ∈ Pk+1. By induction on k and induction on the length of the word, we
get ω1 and ω′ such that ϕk(ω1) = fk(u) and ϕk+1(ω′) = u′. Then let ω = a[ω1]ω′, we have:
ϕk+1(ω) = ϕk+1(ω′) · a · fk(ϕk+1(ω′)) • ϕk(ω1)
= u′ · a · fk(u′) • fk(u) = u′ · a · fk(u′) • fk(u′) • u1 = u′ · a · u1. 
Weconclude this section by emphasizing connections between the right-product inPk and the application of instructions
to k-pushdowns. The next lemma follows directly from the definition of ϕk.
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Fig. 4. Correspondence instruction/right-product.
Lemma 75. For every k ≥ 1, u, v ∈ Pk, and a ∈ Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
v = u • a iff ϕk−1(v) = pushi,a(ϕk−1(u))
v = u • a¯ iff ϕk−1(u) = pushi,a(ϕk−1(v)) iff ϕk−1(v) = pushi,a(ϕk−1(u)).
Fig. 4 gives an illustration of the Lemma 75.
4.3. Logic on a free group
We now use transfer theorems proved in Section 3.2 to study MSO-properties of the structure Pk = ⟨Pk, ε, (•a)a∈A1,k⟩
where •a is the binary relation right-product by a inside the free group (Irr(A1,k), •, ε). We show that for every k ≥ 1, the
structurePk has a decidableMSO-theory and fulfills the selection property (Theorem 80).We also define a class of automata
with p-oracles recognizing exactly sets which are MSO-definable insidePk (Theorem 83).
Let A1, . . . , Ak, . . . be disjoint alphabets fixed for the rest of the paper and Sigk the signature (ε, (•a)a∈A1,k) where ε and•a are respectively unary and binary relations. The signature Sigmk is Sigk augmented with m unary relations. Consider the
structure Pk defined on Sigk whose domain is Pk(A1,k) and such that ∀a ∈ A1,k, •a = {(u, v)| u, v ∈ Pk, v = u • a}. For
every O⃗ = (O1, . . . ,Om)with Oi ⊆ Pk,Pk O⃗ denotes the structurePk augmented with relations O1, . . . ,Om.
In the sequel, we denote by Tk the tree structure ⟨Pk, ε, (succa)a∈A1,k−1∪Ak⟩. In addition, for all vector O⃗ of subsets of Pk,
we write T O⃗k the structure obtained by adding to Tk the unary relations Oi.
Observation 76. For all k ≥ 1, for all vector O⃗ of subsets of Pk+1,
1. for all vector O⃗ of subsets of Pk+1, fk(T O⃗k+1) = Pk fk(O⃗),
2. Pk is MSO-interpretable in Tk. Indeed, for all u, v ∈ Pk, a ∈A1,k:
• Pk |H ε(u) iff Tk |H ε(u),
• Pk |H •a(u, v) iff Tk |H succa(u, v) ∨ succa(v, u).
Using this fact, we apply transfer theorems of Section 3, to show inductively thatPk satisfies the selection property, that its
MSO-theory is decidable and we give an automata-characterization of the MSO-definable sets ofPk .
First, we need to show that fk, seen as the restriction to Pk+1 of the morphism ρ ◦ πA1,k : (A1,k+1∗, ·) → (Irr(A1,k), •)
is MSO-invertible. This result will be helpful in two ways: first to apply transfer theorems to Pk and latter to show that
structuresPk and PDSk are MSO-equivalent.
Proposition 77. For every k ≥ 1, fk is MSO-invertible.
In addition, for every m ≥ 0, for every formula φ(X⃗) ∈ MSO(Sigmk ), one can construct a formula φ+1(X⃗) ∈ MSO(Sigmk+1) such
that for all vector R⃗ of m subsets of Pk, for all vector S⃗ of subsets of Pk+1,
Pk+1fk
−1(R⃗) |H φ+1(S⃗) iff ∃D⃗ such thatPk (R⃗) |H φ(D⃗) and S⃗ = fk−1(D⃗).
Proof. We follow the technique described in Section 3.3, by using Observation 76(2) we work withPk+1 rather than Tk+1.
1. Consider the covering Ck+1 of Pk+1 consisting of all sets C such that:
• either C = Pk,
• or ∃u ∈ Pk+1 and ∃a ∈ Ak+1 such that C = {uaw ∈ Pk+1| w ∈ Irr(A1,k)}.
For every C ∈ Ck+1, the restriction of fk to C is a bijection onto Pk.
In addition, the property ‘‘be an element of C’’ can easily be expressed by an MSO-formula over Pk+1 since C ∈ Ck+1 iff
C is a maximal set such that for every u, v ∈ C , there exists a path from u to v using only edges •a where a ∈A1,k.
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2. For each atomic formula φ, we can find a formula φ′ fulfilling the equivalence (1) of Section 3.3. (we replace relations
with free first order variables by ‘‘equivalent’’ relations with free second order variables.
- (ε)′(X, Y ) := ∃x | X = {x} ∧a∈A1,k ¬(∃y, x • a¯ = y),
- ∀a ∈A1,k, (•a(X1, X2, Y ))′ := •a(X1, X2).
Let us verify the formula for C = {ubw ∈ Pk+1| w ∈ Irr(Ak)}, with b ∈ Ak+1: for every v = ubw, v′ = ubw′ ∈ C ,
Pk+1fk
−1(R⃗) |H (•a(S1 ∩ C, S2 ∩ C, C))′ iff Pk+1fk−1(R⃗) |H S1 ∩ C = {ubw} ∧ S1 ∩ C = {ubw′} ∧ •a({ubw}, {ubw′})
iff S1 ∩ C = {ubw} ∧ S1 ∩ C = {ubw′} ∧ w′ = w • a
iff S1 ∩ C = {ubw} ∧ S1 ∩ C = {ubw′} ∧ fk(ub) • w′ = fk(ub) • w • a
iff Pk R⃗ |H •a(fk(S1 ∩ C), fk(S2 ∩ C)). 
Now, to apply transfer theorems, the transfer hypothesis (TH) (see Definition 52) is required: Pk+1 must belong to
REGO⃗(A), for O⃗ = fk−1(R⃗) and R⃗ vector of subsets of µ(P). Let us define such a vector O⃗ by induction over k: for every
k ≥ 1, the vector O⃗k of subsets of Pk is defined by the following induction:
• O⃗1 = ∅
• O⃗k+1 = (fk−1(O⃗k), fk−1(Pka1), . . . , f−1k (Pkan))where A1,k = {a1, . . . , an}
In other words, O⃗k consists in every fk,i−1(Pia), where 1 ≤ i ≤ k and a ∈ A1,i.
The following result is required to apply transfer theorems (see Definition 52).
Lemma 78. For every k ≥ 1, the property TH(fk, ⃗Ok+1) is satisfied.
Proof. It is enough to check that for every k ≥ 0,Pk+1 ∈ REGO⃗k+1 . From Proposition 70, whenever u ∈ Pk+1 and a ∈ A1,k+1,
then ua ∈ Pk+1 except if u ends by a, hence it suffices to code the last letter read in the state. In addition, if a ∈ A1,k, then
ua ∈ Pk+1 iff u ≠ u′a and u ∈ fk,i−1(Pia), this last condition can be tested with the oracles. 
Now we show that relations O⃗k do not add expressivity to the logics we consider.
Lemma 79. For every k ≥ 1, structuresPk , Tk, TkO⃗k and fk(Tk+1O⃗k+1) areMSO-equivalent.
Proof.
1. From Observation 76,Pk is MSO-interpretable in Tk
2. Obviously, Tk is MSO-interpretable in TkO⃗k
3. TkO⃗k is MSO-interpretable in Pk: each Pk · a ∈A1,k is MSO-definable inside Pk . Indeed, Pk · a is the smallest set S ⊆ Pk
such that for every u ∈ Pk, u ∈ S iff either •a(u, ε), or there exists b ≠ a ∈A1,k and v ∈ Pk · b such that u = v • a.
• TkO⃗k |H succa(u, v) iffPk |H •a(u, v) ∧ v /∈ Pk · a
• From Proposition 77, each element f−1k,i (Pi · a) of O⃗k is definable inPk , since Pi · a is definable inPi.
4. fk(Tk+1O⃗k+1) is MSO-equivalent to the structure Pk O⃗k , which is MSO-equivalent to the structure TkO⃗k , which is MSO-
equivalent to the structurePk . 
Theorem 80. For every k ≥ 1, the structurePk has a decidableMSO-theory and fulfills the selection property.
Proof. We prove this result by induction on k ≥ 1:
Basis: From Theorem 34,P1 has a decidable MSO-theory and satisfies the selection property.
Induction step: let us suppose the property true for k ≥ 1. Since TH(fk, ⃗Ok+1), by using Theorem 53 and equivalence
between structures proved Proposition 79, the MSO-theory of Pk+1 is decidable. In the same way, since from
Proposition 77, the map fk is MSO-invertible, and by using Theorem 55,Pk+1 satisfies the selection property. 
Remark that the decidability result has already been proved in [17].
The same kind of reasoning can be applied to the structure Pk O⃗ for any vector O⃗ of subsets of Pk: if the MSO-theory of
Pk
O⃗ is decidable, then the MSO-theory ofPk+1fk
−1(O⃗) is decidable.
Theorem 81. Given R⃗ a vector of subsets of A∗1 , and O⃗ = fk,1−1(R⃗),
1. if theMSO-theory of ⟨A1∗, ε, (succa)a∈A1 , R⃗⟩ is decidable, then for every k ≥ 1, theMSO-theory ofPk O⃗ is decidable,
2. if ⟨A1∗, ε, (succa)a∈A1 , R⃗⟩ fulfills SP, thenPk O⃗ fulfills SP.
We define now the class FAk of automata which will be use to recognize languages in Pk.
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Definition 82. For all k ≥ 1, classes FAk and REGk are defined inductively as follows:
• FA1 is the class of finite automata, and REG1 the regular languages one,
• for every k ≥ 1, FAk+1 consists in all automata A with p-oracle (fk−1(R1), . . . , fk−1(Rm)) such that each Ri belongs to
REGk,
• for every k ≥ 1, REGk+1 consists in all languages in Pk recognized by automata in FAk+1.
Theorem 83. For every language L ⊆ Pk with k ≥ 1, L isMSO-definable inPk iff L belongs to REGk.
Proof. Let us prove this result by induction on k ≥ 1.
Basis: the case k = 1 is Rabin’s theorem,
Induction step: let us suppose the property holds for k ≥ 1.
From Theorem 56, any language L ⊆ Pk+1 is MSO-definable in Pk+1 iff there exists a vector D⃗ MSO-definable in
Pk andA ∈ FAD⃗ such that L = L(A). By induction hypothesis, each component of D⃗ belongs to REGk, and then, L
is MSO-definable inPk+1 iff L ∈ REGk+1. 
4.4. Regular sets of k-pushdowns
We now translate results obtained on Pk in terms of k-pushdowns. For that, we simply prove that Pk and the structure
PDSk associated to the type k-pushdowns are MSO-equivalent (see Definition 10) . Precisely, we show that ϕk : PDSk → Pk
and ϕk−1 : Pk → PDSk are computable MSO-interpretations. Then, the two structures have the same MSO-properties and
we have a class of p-oracle-automata available to characterize the class of all ϕk(D) such that D is MSO-definable in PDSk.
Using this automata characterization, we define the class of controlled k-pushdown transition systems o generating the class
of all sets MSO-definable in PDSk.
Proposition 84. For every k ≥ 1, ϕk−1 : Pk(A1, . . . , Ak)→ PDSk(A1, . . . , Ak) is anMSO-interpretation.
Proof. Let us check that conditions of Definition 8 are well satisfied,
1. ϕk−1(Pk) = k-pds is MSO-definable in PDSk
2. from the Lemma 75, it follows that for every u, v ∈ Pk, a ∈ Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k:
Pk |H •a(u, v) iff PDSk |H pusha(ϕk−1(u), ϕk−1(v)) and
Pk |H •a¯(u, v) iff PDSk |H pusha(ϕk−1(v), ϕk−1(u)). 
Conversely, let us prove that ∀k ≥ 1, ϕk : PDSk → Pk is an MSO-interpretation. The next lemma establishes that to
show that a given instruction of level k is MSO-definable inPk+i, i ≥ 0, one only to need to demonstrate it is MSO-definable
inPk:
Lemma 85. Given instr an instruction of level k ≥ 1, and φ(x, y) anMSO-formula over Sigk satisfying for all u, v ∈ Pk:
Pk |H φ(u, v) iff ϕk−1(v) = instr(ϕk−1(u)),
then for every i ≥ 0, there exists a formula φ+i(x, y) ∈ MSO(Sigk+i) such that ∀u, v ∈ Pk+i,
Pk+i |H φ+i(u, v) iff ϕk+i−1(v) = instr(ϕk+i−1(u)).
Proof. From Proposition 73 and definition of ϕk−1, it follows that for every v, v′ ∈ (k+ 1)-pds and ω1, ω′1 ∈ k-pds, the
following properties are equivalent:
1. there exists ω ∈ (k+ 1)-pds ∪ {ε} and a ∈ Ak+1 ∪ {⊥} such that
ϕk+1−1(v) = a[ω1]ω and ϕk+1−1(v′) = a[ω′1]ω
2. fk(v) = ϕk(ω1) and fk(v′) = ϕk(ω′1) and there exists u ∈ Irr(Ak) such that v′ = v • u.
Then, given instr an instruction of level k and φ MSO-defining instr in Pk , we obtain (by using formulas constructed in
Proposition 77) the following iterative construction of φ+i: φ+0(x, y) := φ(x, y) and ∀i ≥ 0, φ+(i+1)(x, y) := ∃u, y =
x • u ∧ (φ+i)+1(x, y). 
Proposition 86. For every k ≥ 1, ϕk : PDSk → Pk is aMSO-interpretation.
Proof. Using Lemma 85, it only remains to show that pushk,a, popk and changek,a are MSO-definable inPk: for every a ∈ Ai,
1 ≤ i ≤ k,
pushk,a(x, y) := y = x • a,
popk,a(x, y) := ∃a ∈ Ak, ∃w, x = y • a • w,
changek,a(x, y) := ∃u, u′, ∃b ∈ Ak, y = x • u′ • b¯ • a • u ∧ x (=)+1 y. 
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Corollary 87. For every k ≥ 1, every D ⊆ k-pds, D isMSO-definable in PDSk iff ϕk(D) isMSO-definable inPk .
We now translate the properties of k-regular languages in terms of k-pushdowns by using the MSO-equivalence of the
structuresPk and PDSk.
The following theorem is straightforward from Theorem 80, Propositions 84 and 86.
Theorem 88. For every k ≥ 1, the structure PDSk has a decidableMSO-theory and fulfills the selection property.
The decidability result is proved in [15] by using Muchnik’s Theorem on tree-like structures (see [40] or [5]). Finally, we
show that the class REGk (Definition 82) admits several characterizations that extend the REG ones.
Theorem 89. For every S ⊆ k-pds(A1, . . . , Ak), k ≥ 1, the following properties are equivalent:
1. S is generated by a k-pds system of transitions whose controllers areMSO-definable in PDSk(A1, . . . , Ak)
2. S isMSO-definable in PDSk(A1, . . . , Ak)
3. ϕk(S) isMSO-definable inPk(A1, . . . , Ak)
4. ϕk(S) is recognized by an automaton in FAk(A1, . . . , Ak).
Proof. Equivalence between 2 and 3 stems from the equivalence between the two structures. Equivalence between 3 and
4 is established in Theorem 83.
Given a k-pds system of transitions S controlled by a vector C⃗ of sets which areMSO-definable in PDSk. It is possible to write
a formula defining in PDSk the set of k-pds generated by S. So 1 implies 2.
Let us end the proof by showing that 4 implies 1. Given k ≥ 0 andA = (Q ,A1,k, R⃗,∆, q0, F) ∈ FAk, we construct A ∈ k-TSC⃗
with C⃗ = ϕk−1(R⃗) fulfilling ϕk(L(A)) = P(A), as follows.
From the equivalence between 2 and 3, C⃗ is a vector of sets which are MSO-definable in PDSk. We can suppose w.l.o.g. that
A is complete in Pk, i.e., that ∀u ∈A1,k∗, u is computed byA iff u ∈ Pk.
Let us set A = (Q , (A1, . . . , Ak),∆′, C⃗, q0,⊥, F)where∆′ is constructed in the following way:
• ∀(p, a, o⃗, q) ∈ ∆, a ∈ Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1, then ∀w ∈ top(k-pds(A1, . . . , Ak))
(p, w, o⃗, pushi,a, q) ∈ ∆′
• ∀(p, a¯, o⃗, q) ∈ ∆, a ∈ Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then ∀w ∈ top(k-pds(A1, . . . , Ak))
(p, w, o⃗, popi, q) ∈ ∆′.
It can be easily checked that ϕk(L(A)) = P(A). 
Remark 90.
1. It can be proved that languages recognized by k-pds automata controlled byMSO-definable sets are languages recognized
by k-pds automata without controllers.
2. The equivalence between (1) and (4) is proved in [14] for k = 1.
5. Final comment
Thework presented here is a part of the author’s Ph.D. presented in 2005 at Bordeaux University on the theme of Iterated
Pushdown automata [39]. It was shown that there are several applications of Theorem 89. In particular, using Theorem 89,
one can define a large class of tuples (P1, . . . , Pm) of unary predicates for which the MSO-theory of ⟨N,+1, P1, . . . , Pm⟩ is
decidable.
Recent other work deals with the notion of regular sets of ‘‘higher-order pushdowns’’ (hop) which are restricted it-
pushdowns. In [41], a set S of k-hops is called regular if the set of words in (Ak∪{[, ]})∗ representing S is accepted by a finite
automaton. It is shown that for any higher-order process with a single state, the set of all predecessors of a given regular set
of configurations is regular.
In [38], Carayol introduces a notion of regular sets of higher-order pushdowns. He studies the class Regk corresponding
to the sets of k-hop accessible by using only instruction push and push. He gives a normalized representation of this class
using regular expressions over a monoid in (A1,k ∪ Tk)∗, where Tk is an infinite alphabet consisting of all symbols TR, for
R ∈ Regk−1. This normalization extended the one obtained in [42], an later in [43], for the level 1. The author proves also that
the class Regk corresponds to the class of sets MSO-definable in PDSk. The class Regk corresponds then to the image by ϕk of
the class REGk defined in Section 4. These two independent works prove that the class REGk possesses numerous properties
generalizing the REG ones, and that the representation of k-pds by the words in the free group seems very suited to define
regular sets of stacks.
All these results have already been used in several papers dealingwith higher order pushdown automata and games [44–
47]. Note also that, in [48], authors extends oracles automata defined here, to infinite words by defining Büchi automaton
with advice.
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